
1. agriculture the practice of cultivating the land or raising

stock

2. anatomy the area of science dealing with the positions

and structure of different parts of the body

3. barter Exchange goods without involving money.

4. civilization A society with cities, a central government,

job specialization, and social classes

5. Cleopatra

VII

tried to reestablish Egypt's independence; her

involvement with Rome led to her suicide and

defeat

6. command

economy

An economic system in which the government

controls a country's economy.

7. cultural

diffusion

The spread of ideas, customs, and

technologies from one people to another

8. deity another word for a god

9. delta a low triangular area where a river divides

before entering a larger body of water (ocean

or lake)

10. dynasty a series of rulers from the same family

11. economy A system for producing and distributing

goods, and services to fulfill people's wants

and needs

12. Egypt Country in North Africa on the Mediterranean

Sea

a nation in northeast Africa, first settled

around 3100 B.C.E.

13. equator the imaginary line that encircles the globe,

dividing the earth into northern and southern

halves. 0 degrees latitude

14. Giza An ancient Egyptian city; the site of the Great

Pyramid

15. glyph to carve

16. Hatshepsut First female pharaoh who expanded Egypt

through trade

17. hieroglyphics An ancient Egyptian writing system in which

pictures were used to represent ideas and

sounds

18. intermediary

period

Historians divide Egyptian dynasties into

different kingdoms: the Old Kingdom, the

Middle Kingdom, and the New Kingdom. The

times between these kingdoms are referred to

as Intermediary Periods, also called

Intermediate Periods. During these periods of

Egyptian history, the dynasties were weak;

these are generally considered periods of

decline for the ancient Egyptians.

19. irrigation The process of supplying water to areas of

land to make them suitable for growing

crops.

20. Khufu the most famous pharaoh of the Old

Kingdom

21. Kush Nubian kingdom that conquered all of

Upper and Lower Egypt in the 700s B.C.

22. latitude distance north or south of the Equator,

measured in degrees

23. logogram a written or pictorial symbol that represents

an entire word, as opposed to a symbol that

represents a particular sound

24. longitude Distance east or west of the prime meridian

25. Lower Egypt the area of Egypt downstream of the Nile

river.

26. Lower Egypt The northern part of ancient Egypt

27. Mediterranean

Sea

This body of Water separates Europe and

Africa

28. Memphis 15 miles from Cairo. It was the capital of the

Old Kingdom of Egypt, and is most famous

for the royal pyramids that begin near

Memphis and extend for 20 miles to Giza,

where the Great Sphinx is located.

29. Menes An Egyptian leader that united both upper

and lower Egypt into one kingdom

30. Mesopotamia region within the Fertile Crescent that lies

between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers

31. Middle

Kingdom

the period of Egyptian history from about

2050 to 1750 BC and marked by order and

stability

32. mummy a body embalmed and dried and wrapped

for burial (as in ancient Egypt)

33. mural a large painting that is applied directly to a

wall or a ceiling.

34. New Kingdom (1550 BCE - 1100 BCE) Period in ancient

Egyptian history characterized by strong

pharaohs who conquered an empire that

stretched from Nubia in the south, to the

Euphrates River in Mesopotamia.

35. Nile River The world's longest river, which flows

northward through East Africa into the

Mediterranean Sea.

36. Old Kingdom the Age of the Pyramids when the Pyramids

of Giza were built by pharaohs. (2700-2200

B.C.E.)

37. papyrus Egyptian paper

38. peasant A small farmer who did not own land
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39. pharaoh A ruler of ancient Egypt

40. phonograms one of three types of symbols or glyphs that make up the writing system of hieroglyphs that the ancient Egyptians

used.

41. polytheism belief in many gods

42. pyramid great stone tomb built for an Egyptian pharaoh

43. Ramses II king of Egypt between 1304 and 1237 BC who built many monuments

44. scribe a person who writes things down

45. silt A mixture of rich soil and tiny rocks. Fertile soil.

46. social class a group of people with similar backgrounds, incomes, and ways of living

47. social pyramid a pyramid outline showing the positions of social classes according to their status in a society

48. stylus A pointed tool for writing or drawing or engraving

49. Takarka Takarka (also spelled Taharqa) was part of Egypt's 25th dynasty, when Africans ruled Egypt. His first decade as

pharaoh included significant victories, and he built a number of monuments in various Egyptian cities.

50. Thebes An ancient city in Upper Egypt that became the capital of the New Kingdom

51. Thutmose III His empire reached from Nubia northward across the Fertile Crescent. He took Egyptian culture to new heights in

which literature, art, and architecture flourished.

52. trade the business of buying and selling or exchanging items

53. traditional-

oriented

economy

an economic system in which custom decides what people do, make, buy, and sell

54. Tutankhamen a 10 year old pharaoh who ruled for nine years and then died unexpectantly; restored the old gods

55. Upper Egypt the southern part of ancient Egypt

56. Valley of the

Kings

the burial places of the New Kingdom pharaohs


